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'Privileged and oppressed' by Lauretta O
Like two peas in a pod were privileged and oppressed
Cut from the same cloth, tarred with the same brush
Thicker than thieves, larger than life
Birds of same feather that flock together
One night the pair of miscreants went out late
To buy a quick snack from old Nick Tates’
They exited the shop in a happy bubble
Unbeknownst to them know there would be trouble
Caught up in the midst of laughter and chuckle
Cigar in one hand, drink in the other
Lying on the river bank gazing up at the stars
Chitter chattering about plans of the future and such lark
Three lads named Benny, Kenny and Denny
Put two and two together and ended up with the number twenty
For privileged and oppressed their night got put to a halt
And it rapidly turned into an abhorrent assault
Knuckles greeting jaw muscles with loud cracks
Vehement blows to the head; crippling of the legs
Disfigured, Denny exhaled his last breath
And all Kenny and Benny could see was red
One of the thugs pulled out a knife,
Privileged and oppressed both feared for their lives,
Privileged wrestled Kenny in self- defence
And ended up killing him without intent

End of story, except not really
In the eyes of the Western world, he was always a winner
Like Benny, Kenny and Denny the law would always be on privilege’s
side
Simply because the skin tone “white” meant Freedom. Exemption. Power.
Who took the wrap for this horrific crime?
Oppressed of course he had to serve time
Privileged begged and pleaded the “take me” he cried
The courts of so called “justice” smugly refused and impulsively denied
The walls closing in on him, the ceiling pressing down, the floor coming up
to meet him
Oppressed knew it was time to leave this cruel cruel world
Images flicker through is head of his last fateful kiss with privileged
“I’m sorry I love you” his last words were as he willingly put himself to
rest
In this tragic instance birds of the same feather
Are unable to flock in perfect harmony together
The skin tone and sexuality was a barrier of entry
And now oppressed is six feet under in a cemetery.

‘We are just children after all’ by Ruby H
One step into the room and you had already shut me out,
I could hear your conversation but never would I pout.
Push the anger away I’m only giving you what you want,
Like a boomerang the tides will soon turn
And those decisions you made will come back to haunt.
We are just children after all.
How could you be so stupid shutting out the future?
Who knows what’s going on in there it’s all a big adventure.
Without us the world would crumble at your feet,
And now to blame it on someone different,
The case of your defeat.
We are just children after all.
I think it’s time you let the fates decide,
Now we’ve all had enough of your childish, rocky ride.
We all push the anger away we won’t give you what you want,
But let us help and save the day,
I promise we won’t flaunt.

‘All I, we ask for is Change’ by Guneeka C
Give her an education
Only to be asked she will marry,
Give her an education where she learns to fly
above, into the sky, out and above…
For her to be banished behind walls, a prison, a
cage.
All she asks for is change.
When will the lioness be called queen.
She hunts for prey, feeds her cubs,
Protects her family, day and night,
Only for the lion to be named king.
All she asks for is change.
I work better than him and all I demand
Is the same money.
Do not give it to me as a reward,
Give it to me as my right.
All I ask for is that little change.
When will a young girl be treated the same,
Not bound in manacles by the patriarchy.
When can her parents send her out alone and
Not fear for her life.
All her parents ask for is change.
All I ask for is change.
You put her on a pedestal and call her a goddess
And treat her like a slave, in lock and chains.
The blood and flesh of yours is the same as hers.
All she asks for is to be treated like a human.
When can I see the change,
That I have asked for.

In chess, she is the queen.
She has many more moves
Than any other pawn, elephant or camel and
Even the king. Yet, the king is more important.
All she asks for is change.
Where they have an equal partnership.
When can she see the change,
And look into a world that is:
Equal.
Fair.
Just.
I could be the world’s best politician,
But the headlines will be about my dress and my hairstyle.
But if I have an opinion, I am head-strong, emotional woman.
When will it be about the actions that I take as your leader.
When can a mother, daughter, wife,
Sister, friend, aunt, niece and most importantly
Human see the change she demands.
Which generation of mankind and womankind
Will finally live in a
World that is equal.
World that is fair.
World that is just.
All I, we ask for is some change.

‘Fake or Real’ by Katie I
Wandering down the streets of my home,
The sun smiling down on me, showing off her golden glow,
That golden glow that burns through the façade.
The façade of the new me. The fake me.
A smile plastered to my face
as the memories flood my brain
suffocating the success, surfacing the sorrow.
Stuck in time with the agonizing silence
in the shadows of my shame.
Shame that is locked behind the door to my success.
Success that makes me proud, strengthened, and brave
The attempt to build a new life, to bury the old me – the real me.
But there are cracks,
cracks that enable the wounds to appear.
The suffering and sorrow of many years.
Fingertips frozen and teeth trembling,
With nowhere to go, no home to call my own
Tired yet terrified. Is this the real me?

‘Illegal’ by Craig A
I came here through my hard work and time
But still people look at me, like I’m a crime
It took so many days and hours and weeks
But still, every day I go home and weep
I came here for a better life
To avoid my horrible past, now, with no wife
I try to forget as much as I can
But that still doesn’t help me forget, about my lost family in Iran
I was one of the lucky ones, happy and educated
But in this foreign land, I’m shunned, no matter how dedicated
I try my best in everything I do
But nothing is ever good enough for you
If only they knew about my history and past
Then maybe, they wouldn’t treat me like such an outcast
They teach us to never judge a book by its cover
But still they treat me so different, just because of my colour
I came here to try and rebuild myself and to go back home,
to the see the family I had long ago
But here they don’t care who you are, but do care how much money
you make them though
I am here the same as all these other people
So why do they still believe that I’m illegal
I came here by my own means, hard work and time
But still everyday I’m looked at as a crime.

‘Deprivation’ by Hannah P
The abandoned, cold doorway is where I lay,
Society looks down on me- I’m too young to be buried in poverty.
I’m left helpless all night and day,
Thinking about how my life used to be.
Deprived of life; filled with hopelessness
I’m too young to be stuck here,
Yet too sophisticated to return there.
Memories still linger so I hold them dear,
Then I keep them safe- they are my children.
Deprived of safety; filled with memories
Lights above shine like stars,
My weakening body strives to see them.
Whether they are streetlights or headlights on cars,
They keep me from fading away.
Deprived of hope; filled with uncertainty
My nightly view of the darkening sky,
I cling to like a lifeline.
It’s what keeps me going even though it has to say goodbye,
But I remember that it will be with me again tomorrow.
Deprived of darkness; filled with light
That copper coin that is enough to buy bread,
Slowly burns its way into my palm.
It’s a tough decision- spend it or end up dead?
One small decision that will alter life.
Deprived of food; filled with hunger

‘Diverted Eyes’ by Charlotte K
Alone on the pavement of a busy London street
Hundreds around me but not a single will see
The chill of the concrete biting at my feet
The lashes of wind ignoring my plea
Hundreds of faces will pass me by
Whilst hundreds of paces will quicken
Hundreds of glances not meeting my eye
Faces of judgement have stricken
The moment they pass me the street is a glory
Eyes wander to all, but me
Divert your eyes to mine. They’ll tell the true story
Take just one moment and you`ll see
All I request is a bit of change
It is no help to receive your pity
It would be nice, a verbal exchange
Human. Not litter dropped in the city

‘Speak slowly’ by Keanna A
You say I am typical and classy
though I am not spending time in paddies.
They laugh:
‘It’s just a joke!’
I hear:
‘It is an unjust joke.’
I make a minor mistake
yet you discordantly jeer
‘You’ll get peppercorn
on your lips!’
Although it is yours they smear.
We are born in Western society.
Same area, same school, same livelihood,
same words:
‘Speak slowly!
English isn’t your first language!’
Though I need not repeat myself.
You approached my unbothered figure
‘Ch-ng, ch-ng ch-nk!
You had noodles for dinner?!’
No. I had a watermelon but
it turned pale from your degrading quiz.

‘A generation for change’ by Rowan B
I grew up knowing my privilege,
From the Barbies I played with,
To the way I was approached by the police.
But still I stand.
I stand for the brothers,
And sisters dying,
Before my tear gassed eyes.
Still in 2020
With a cry for change in our every step,
Down roads names after Edward Colston.
A shout for justice in every sign,
Clutched with the white knuckles of every protestor.
We stand.
They say we can’t change the past,
But if there is one thing I know,
They have messed with the wrong generation,
And we will make sure we are the last.
I understand that,
I will never completely understand,
But still I stand with you,
I will not let you do this alone,
You were never meant to.
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